T h e theorems relative to finite differences, given by M. La g r a n g e in the Berlin Memoirs, for 1772, have much engaged the attention of mathematicians. M. L a p e a c e has been par ticularly successful in his investigations respecting them ; yet an important difficulty remained, to endeavour to surmount which is the principal object of this Paper. The theorems alluded to may be thus stated.
Let u represent any function of Let + -{-2 x-\-$hy &c. be successive values of x, and u, u> u &c. cor responding successive values of u. Let A represent the first term of the 7zth order of differences of the quantities uy u See. And let also S" u represent the first term of a series | 2 of quantities, of which the first term of the »th order of dif ferences is u. Then {e representing the series i + i + + TXi +> &c' ) 1. Anu = ~n provided that u_ i 3 in the expansion of (e* -O^T 2,73 ^C* su^st^utec^ ^01
JJLj , and provided that . ( 4 ) " h+I 8cc.and 4j, -p, &c. be substituted for | 4 -J , |4 } \& c . These theorems, which M. L a g r a n g e had not demonstrated except by induction, have since been accurately investigated in different ways by M. L a p l a c e ,* and also by M. ARBO GAsi"fv
The expanded formula for Sor, more accurately speak ing, the natural series for S" u is of the form c l r* " • y.
The coefficients a, jS, y, See. are readily obtained by equa tions of relation, which were first given by L a g r a n g e . But to complete the solution it is obviously necessary to obtain the law of progression, and be able to ascertain any coef ficient independent of the preceding ones. This has not hitherto been done, as far as I know, except in the case of n-\. M. L a pl a c e has given a very ingenious investigation for that case.J This has been copied with just encomiums by n t>
Dr. Br i n k l e y 's Investigation of the general Term
In the case of n = i and h = 1 the formula
form a, fl. ux -f-(3u ~f-y ~ -f* < 5 * -{-See. and exhib of a series of which u any function of x is the general term. For which purpose it was first given by E u l e r in the Vlth Vol.
C o m. P e t r o p o l .and afterwards demonstrated in the VUIth Vol. of the same work. It has been differently investigated since by several authors.* But L a p l a c e appears to have been the first who gave a general term for the coefficients. E u l e r seems to have sought it in vain, for he says " Ipsa series " coefficientum u, (3, y &c. ita est comparata ut v " pro ea terminum generalem posse exhiberi."
As preparatory to the main object of this enquiry it has been thought proper to give investigations of the above two theorems, which will probably be found as simple as any that have appeared. It has also been found necessary, for avoid ing very complex formula, to adopt a peculiar notation,, which requires some explanation.
Notation.
The first term of the nth. order of differences of the series -|-e * -1, substituting &c. A Hu = : ( e x -l )"making th change after expansion. This change does not affect the nu merical coefficients, which are evidently the same as those of ( e h-l )", and because (e*-i y = h(i + the theorem is manifest.
+ ~ 3* &c. and therefore (the whole Tzth differences being made up of the nth difference of the parts) we have
where it is to be observed that whilst n-\-m is less than n A" on+m= 0, and A" o"= i , as is well known, and easily ap pears from Theorem II. 
It Tn is evident that this assumption may be made to satisfy the equation (1).
Then, by taking the successive fluxions of equation (2) and substituting in equation (1 ) where the numerical coefficient of the m + 1 term is the co efficient of hm in the expansion of f 1 ~ + &c.)~?\ The demonstration of this is contained in that of the last theorem.
Previously to the investigation of the numerical coefficient of the general m + i term, it will be convenient to premise the following lemmas.
Lemma I. Let n represent any affirmative integral num ber, and m any other affirmative integral number not greater than n. Then 
...ma<m~l) + a[m )
These equations correspond to the equations between the terms of a series of quantities, and the first terms of their respective orders of differences, i. e. o", i*, 2", &c. correspond to the series, and a{1\ d>z\ &c. to the respective orders of dif ferences.
Hence we conclude, that a m) = a "V , and therefore that / ' ( l ' ) '( j f ) &c. = a 'V .
Lemma II, Every thing being, as in the preceding lemma, except that unity is excluded from the values of q, r, &c. &c. &c. respectively: these latter quantities being defined, as in the preceding lemma, except that unity is excluded from among the values of p, q, &c.
Then it is easy to see, if These equations are the same as the equations between the terms of a series of quantities, and the first terms of their respective orders of differences ;
. . .a a^m\ corresponding to the terms of the series, and . . .
to the first terms of the respective orders of differences. 
